Abstract -This paper proposed a new method to analyze the body shape without touching via image processing technique. First, the edges of images are extracted via some edge detection methods. Second, these edge images are analyzed by some measures such as body length and width which can effectively disclose the types of body: thin-long, stout or motile. Experiments show that this proposed method can effectively analyze the body shape with high veracity. This is of much importance to the potential applications in athletics selection.
Introduction
In sports and athletics, the body shape plays an important role. In many cases, before the selection of athletes or candidates in sports, the body shape is often analyzed in great details to show the potential ability in sports. Now there have been lots of researches on this field such as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] and so on. For example, in many applications, automatic dress size measurement and virtual try-ons, but also for virtual stunt men in movie productions, virtual models of real persons have to be created that are as detailed as possible and faithfully represent the true body skin surface.
To solve these problems some researchers present a system that is capable of estimating the shape of a human body covered or partially covered by clothes given coarse, noisy, hole riddled or even partial 3D geometry. This is achieved using a statistical model of human body shapes and poses, which is similar to work [1] [2] [3] . The other approach works by fitting the statistical model (such as [4] ) to the recorded data with an iterative approach, while maintaining that the resulting estimation stays in the space of body shapes spanned by the model. This allows people to estimate the body shape of subjects wearing wide and obstructive apparel. While the generated model is a plausible representation of the subject"s body, it is, depending on the clothes, not an exact match but rather a best estimate based on what we can perceive. Even for humans it is difficult to guess the body shape of persons wearing, for example, a long coat. Some biometric measures on the other hand, like height, leg length or arm length, can be calculated relatively accurately though. Some researchers such as Balan and Black [5] have recently presented a system based on the SCAPE model which allows them to estimate the body shape of dressed persons given a number of multi-view images or video sequences. The subjects are allowed to wear arbitrary clothes but have to be captured in a number of different poses or in a longer animation sequence. Their approach also relies on a color based segmentation of the scans into skin and dressed parts, which is used to apply differently weighted error functions in the segmented regions. In contrast, our method is designed to work without a segmentation and from a single input frame. While our input contains more information than a single multi-view input image, significantly more information about the shape of a person can be extracted from several such multi-view frames when pose and clothing are varied. In the motion capture community several researchers have developed methods to deal with wide clothing. Rosenhahn et al. [6] described a system that allows them to track loosely dressed persons in multi-view video. However, they do require a priori knowledge of both the body geometry and the clothes. Some good tracking results of loosely dressed persons have recently been presented by de Aguiar et al. [7] and Vlasic et al. [8] . Similarly, Starck and Hilton [9] present a system for capturing the performance of actors using multi-view camera systems in studio environments. However, neither paper addresses the underlying body geometry and track only the surface deformation. Balan et al. [10] on the other hand, use a SCAPE based model to track humans. They are thus able to estimate body shape from multi-view video but are restricted to tightfitting garments.
The common approaches used to recover the (static) shapes are: (1) 3-D scanners (e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ): they are expensive but simple to use and related software are available to edit and model the obtained point clouds. Body scanners usually capture the shape of the entire human body in ca. 20 s. They use the triangulation principle, with laser light or pattern projection method and a CCD camera(s). Their resolution is approximately of 2mm and they can also acquire color texture.
The results are precise 3-D data of the subject that are then modeled with reverse engineering software. (2) Silhouette extraction [11, 12] : they use different images acquired around a static person and usually fit a pre-defined 3-D human model to the extracted image data. (3) Computer animation software [13] [14] [15] : these splines-based packages allow the reconstruction of 3-D models without any measurements and 3-D meshes are created smoothing simple polygonal elements.
Differently, our method in this paper is based on image processing and related techniques [16] [17] [18] to obtain the body shapes from static images easily without much processing.
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Body Shapes And Features
In this paper, different from the work in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , we mainly focus on the main types of body shape so that we can simplify our analysis. Shown as in Fig.1 , there are some body shapes which clearly disclose the body"s shapes: thin-long, stout and motile. Here we will analyze the bodies via image processing to obtain their types. The features of bodies can be defined as four aspects: body length (including stature or height at standing (HS in short), height at seating (HSe in short), the length of arms (LA in short), the length of legs (LL in short) and so on), body width (including width of head (WH in short), width of shoulders (WS in short), width of waist (WW in short), width of antrum (WA in short) and so on), body perimeter (including the perimeter of head (PH in short), perimeter of chest (PC in short), perimeter of arms (PA in short), perimeter of legs (PL in short) and so on), body corporeity (including the substantiation of muscle and so on) which is not used in image processing.
Features of thin-long: thin-long is a relatively concept because if one is thin then he or she will be relatively long. Therefore, thin is the main feature of the thin-long type. Thinlong will mainly include the height at standing, height at seating, the length of arms and the length of legs. In fact, in application, if one is thin-long in whole, or his/her ratio of length and width is high, then he/she will be taken as thin-long.
Features of stout: stout is a relatively concept because if one is thin (fat) and short (long), then he or she will be relatively stout. Stout will mainly include the ratio between height at standing, height at seating, the length of arms, the length of legs and including width of head, width of shoulders, width of waist, width of antrum and so on. In fact, in application, if one is stout in whole, or his/her ratio of length and width is middle, then he/she will be taken as stout.
Features of motile: motile is a relatively concept because if one is thin (fat) and very short, then he or she will be relatively motile. Motile will mainly include the ratio between height at standing, height at seating, the length of arms, the length of legs and including width of head, width of shoulders, width of waist, width of antrum and so on. In fact, in application, if one is motile in whole, or his/her ratio of length and width is low, then he/she will be taken as motile.
In table 1, the main used body measures are listed. These trems" ratios will be employed to analyze the bodies to determine the body shapes. Generally, if the most ratios satisfy certain conditions, then the body shape will be determined. For example, in table there are 16 measures in whole, and if most of them lie in thin-long scope, then the body will be thin-long, otherwise it will be stout or motile. 
Body Shape Measurement via Image Processing
A. Image segmentation
Image segmentation plays an important role in computer vision and image processing applications [18] . The goal of image segmentation is to produce a separate map of the input image where each uniform textured region is identified with the texture class it belongs to, as is similar with the human"s vision system that analyzes and recognizes the different objects with the different textures. With the increasing of the demand of applications in various fields such as medical image analysis and understanding, remote sensing, object-based image coding and image retrieval, image segmentation has received more and more attention over the last several decades and numerous novel methods have been proposed, among many features of which, rotation invariance and robustness to noise and illumination are the few important ones. Early, Chellappa et al. used the Gaussian Markov random fields to model texture patterns based on statistical relations between adjacent pixel intensity values [19] . Bovik et al. applied the Gabor filters to an image and then computed the average filter responses as features [20] . Mallat introduced the multiresolution wavelet decomposition method, which generates coefficients in the HL, LH, and LL channels for subsequent separate tasks [21] . Weszka et al. [22] applied the co-occurrence matrix to extract the mean intensity, contrast, and correlation information from the texture images. Instead, in this paper, we will use the method [22] to segment the images to obtain the bodies.
B. Edge detection and fill in with black pixels
After the segmentation, we will extract the edges. The output of edge detectors should form continuous boundaries of the regions of interest that can be used for further processing. Edges are image attributes which are useful for image analysis and classification in a wide range of applications. A large number of edge detectors have already been proposed [18] for untextured images. The existing edge detection methods for untextured images can broadly be classified into enhancement/thresholding and edge-fitting edge-detection types. In the case of textured images, these methods cannot be used because these edge detectors are sensitive to micro-edges within textures also. The edge-fitting edge detectors cannot be used because of the absence of any ideal textured edge model. Some methods have already been proposed for finding boundaries between different textured regions. In this paper, we will extract the edges via the approaches as follows.
For image ) , . We assume that all the edge slopes are linear descending or ascending. In Fig.2 , twenty edge modes are listed in 3×3 blocks. Dots represent the edges in images with value 1. Let the edges be 1 and non-edge pixels be 0. Then the edge mode of is determined by 
According to the directions of normal equation and the estimation of edge parameter, the twenty edge modes can be classified into four types:   ELD is determined by
C. Measures calculation via pixels and grids
The body measures can be calculated via pixels. After the edge detection, the body measures can be calculated by the following method: the number estimation of grid and pixel.
First, we divide the body"s image by the blocks with 8x4 pixels such as shown in fig.3 .
Second, find the elements of body: the arms, the legs, the head, the shoulders, the waist, the antrum in the image with coarse image blocks.
Third, count the numbers of the elements of body by pixels in length, we can obtain all the sizes of these body elements.
(a) before division; (b) after division. After the three steps, we can calculate the measures of the ratios defined in table2. 
D. Experiments
We test our method with 400 undergraduates of some university in four experiments with every 100 persons being a team. Before test, we indeed know these undergraduates" sport ability through physical training and test. We find our method can effectively give the correct determination of body shapes over 80% in rate.
Conclusions
This paper we proposed a new method to analyze the body shape without touching the bodies via image processing technique. First, the edges of images are extracted via some edge detection methods. Second, these edge images are analyzed by some measures such as body length and width which ,which can be counted by grids and pixels in images,can effectively disclose the types of body: thin-long, stout or motile. Experiments show that this proposed method can effectively analyze the body shape with high veracity. This is of much importance to the potential applications in athletics selection.
